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If the Web is not changing power relationships we are not doing it right
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***WARNING! BUSH FLIP-FLOPS AHEAD!***
ANOTHER CAMPAIGN FOX-HOLE CONVERSION FROM LAST MINUTE PANIC
TODAY'S ISSUE: MORE BUSH BROKEN PROMISES ON THE ENVIRONMENT
MORE TO COME!!

ALBUQUERQUE, NM--If environmental promises were leaves, George Bush would have covered a forest but he's failed to keep those environmental promises, said Sen. Al Gore, D-TN, who called the
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White House Electronic Publications

The choices below offer you various ways to access electronic publications by the White House according to your interests. These documents include press releases, policy briefings, speeches, executive orders, Congressional testimony, and other documents.
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1. Daily Press Releases

   • Browse Documents
     - Today's releases.
     - Daily press briefings.
     - This week's releases.
     - Daily summaries.
     - Browse publications by date.
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http://blogs.verisign.com/websecurity/
http://dotfuturemanifesto.blogspot.com/
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The dotCrime Manifesto
Bringing Accountability to the World Wild Web